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"First All New Tactics Manual in Over a Decade"

FIRE OFFICER'S HANDBOOK OF TACTICS

JUST PUBLISHED!

Much Needed Update of the "How-To" Techniques of Modern Firefighting

Utilizing the Latest Advances in Equipment

JOHN NORMAN

by John Norman, Lt. FDNY, First Asst. Chief Inwood (NY), Instructor Nassau County NF (NY) Fire Service Academy; Contributing Editor and author of monthly "Fireground Tactics" column in Firehouse Magazine.

This comprehensive handbook guides firefighters and officers on specific practical methods of handling emergencies. Keeps them on top of the new developments in the field so important to life safety. How to select the proper method to fit a situation and how to solve the problems as quickly as possible.

CONTENTS: Part General Firefighting Tactics. Establishes the ground rules for most structural firefighting and concepts that should be applied as a part of standard operating procedures. General Principles, Size-up, Engine operation considerations, Fire hose selection - stretching principle, Water supply, standpipe and sprinkler, Ladder company operations, Forcible entry, Ventilation, Search and rescue. Part II Specific Fire Situations. Deals with fire and emergencies in most common structures and occupancies. Privacy and the home, Public and commercial buildings, High rises, Buildings under construction or renovation. Fire related emergencies - incendies, oil, gasoline leaks, Collapse.

30 DAY FREE TRIAL FULL CREDIT OR REFUND IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED.

RUSH ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-757-9798 OR 918-833-9421.

If you have VISA, Mastercard, American Express, or a company purchase order number, you can place your order on or before the "ON APPROVAL" order form below this line.

Fire Engineering Books: P.O. Box 1129, Tulsa, OK 74101

---

"This Officier's Handbook of Tactics is a valuable resource for firefighters of all levels. It provides practical and effective strategies for handling a variety of fire situations. The clear and concise explanations make it easy to understand and apply in real-world scenarios. Highly recommended for firefighters looking to improve their skills and knowledge."

---

"Classified: Over $100.00 per column inch, less than 10% money order or more consecutive insertions, $75.00 for one additional standard rate. Leader service number available at an additional $50.00 or any classified advertisement $2 per inch or larger. Closing for copy 5th month preceding month of issue. Address FIRE ENGINEER: Rich Beach Box 1260, Tulsa, OK 74101 (918) 832-9350.

SALES:

National fire equipment for electric motor and turbines motivated individuals fire and have been active with the fire service to promote several new products to the departments on pilot or full-time basis. We offer complete drawings of high-compression structures and equipment. Please call for a free catalog. Please call for further information. Mailing address: 8427 Beecher Avenue, Tulsa, OK 74127.